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Between competence and warmth: the remaining place of the
physician in the era of artificial intelligence
David Drummond 1,2✉

Competence and warmth are two essential dimensions of patient care. During the twentieth century, the industrial revolution in
data collection, with the increasing use of machines and the division of labor that led to the development of many subspecialities,
increased the overall competence of physicians at the expense of the warmth dimension. The spread of patient-centered care
principles aimed to rebalance the two dimensions. In the twenty-first century, the industrial revolution in data processing with the
emergence of algorithmic decision-making systems based on artificial intelligence is likely to disrupt further this balance.
Competence will no longer be the prerogative of physicians, but a dimension to be shared between physicians and autonomous
algorithmic decision-making systems, by contrast to warmth which should remain a human attribute. In this comment, we discuss
the extent to which competence and warmth can remain the core dimensions of physician care in the era of artificial intelligence.
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INTRODUCTION
Patients need both competence, which refers to their physician’s
ability to cure them using biomedical knowledge and scientific
reasoning, and warmth, which refers to their physician’s ability to
care for them by establishing an empathic relationship and
considering them as unique individuals1,2. Competence has been
described as cure-oriented, as opposed to warmth which is care-
oriented, and can be associated with compassionate care3.
Physicians are expected to provide both, with competence based
on reason and objectivity, and warmth on emotion and subjectivity.
Reconciling the two dimensions has always been a challenge. Even
during the nineteenth century and the scientific revolution, the
pure scientist Claude Bernard recognized that “the physician often
finds himself obliged to take into account, in the treatments he
prescribes, what is called the influence of morale on the physical
body and consequently, a multitude of considerations of family or
social position that have nothing to do with science”4. In this
viewpoint, we discuss how the relative places of competence and
warmth have been disrupted by the industrial revolution in data
collection, and how they are likely to be further disrupted now by
the industrial revolution in artificial intelligence (AI).

THE TWENTIETH CENTURY AND THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
IN DATA COLLECTION
To establish a diagnosis, estimate a prognosis, identify the causes of
diseases, and select treatments, i.e. the four fundamental tasks that
can be gathered under the term of competence1,5, physicians must
first gather information from their patients. Until the twentieth
century, data collection was limited to the history and physical
examination performed by physicians in the secrecy of their offices
(Fig. 1a). Thereafter, data collection underwent its industrial
revolution, with two features in common with previous industrial
revolutions: the use of machines and the division of labor6.
The use of increasingly sophisticated machines has led to the

industrial collection of objective and quantitative data, including
physiological data from sensors (heart rate, temperature, oxygen

saturation, blood pressure, etc.), biological data, imaging data,
functional test data, and increasingly “omics” data (genomics,
proteomics, etc.) (Fig. 1b). The best illustration of this proliferation
of data sources is the management of patients in intensive care
units, where patients are connected to multiple monitors, under-
going blood tests and imaging exams several times a day to
achieve precision medicine. However, the industrial revolution in
data collection is not limited to hospitals but extends to the homes
of patients with chronic disease who are increasingly equipped
with connected objects. For example, continuous glucose monitor-
ing using a sensor worn on the skin is becoming the gold standard
in diabetes management, and smartinhalers are increasingly used
in the management of childhood asthma to record adherence to
controller treatments and/or detect asthma attacks7,8.
The consequence of the multiplication of data sources is the

division of labor, which represents the second characteristic of the
industrial revolution in data collection. Whereas physicians used to
collect all the necessary data themselves through history and
physical examination, the data revolution led to the multiplication
of stakeholders. Biologists, radiologists, geneticists, pathologists,
and many other scientists are now involved in the collection and
interpretation of data, while specialists (e.g. cardiologists) and
subspecialists (e.g. interventional cardiologist, cardiac electrophy-
siologist, pediatric cardiac electrophysiologist) are required to
gather all data and make complex decisions limited to a particular
organ, a particular organ dysfunction, or a particular organ
dysfunction in a particular population. The increasing level of
complexity in medical decisions due to the proliferation of data
sources and the need to involve many different specialists has
shifted medical decisions from an individual process made by
physicians in the secrecy of their offices to a collective process
made in multidisciplinary meetings (Fig. 1c).
These data revolution increased the global competence of

physicians, who could rely on more information to refine their
diagnosis, prognosis, and better select the appropriate treatment9.
For example, in cystic fibrosis patients, comprehensive data
collection involving different specialists (geneticists, radiologists,
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organ specialists, etc.) made it possible to better distinguish
between different classes of mutations (diagnosis), better
anticipate when patients should be referred to a lung transplant
center (prognosis), and propose personalized therapies (treat-
ment), all leading to a dramatic improvement in patients’
lifespan10. However, if the competence of physicians increased,
the revolution in data collection threatened their warmth. A first
consequence was that if decisions could be made on the basis of
remotely collected data, the doctor–patient relationship became
optional, as Abraham Verghese11 stated: “iPatients are handily
discussed in the bunker, while the real patients keep the beds
warm and ensure that the folders bearing their names stay alive
on the computer”. A second consequence was that the
accumulation of specialists and subspecialists induced an organ-
based vision of the patient, rather than a holistic view of the
patient. At the end of the twentieth century, three French
physicians underlined that “The pathology of the sick person is
very quickly abandoned in favor of an organ pathology, itself
quickly supplanted by the interest for a single dysfunction of this
organ”12. Thus, several aspects of the physician “warmth” have
been affected by the data revolution: active listening (“my doctor
hears me”), because an increasing part of the information needed
to make a diagnosis comes from complementary exams and not
from patients’ explanations; passion for people (“my doctors
practice to help people and loves what he/she does”), because of
physicians losing the meaning of their practice and considering
data collection repetitive and the standardization of patient
management dehumanizing; and patient-specific warmth (“my
doctor takes my perspective into account”), because of the
predominant disease-centered approach that does not take into
account the patients’ personal values and life context, which
includes family members. In the face of this gradual dehumaniza-
tion of medicine, the concept of “patient-centered care” emerged.
Physicians were asked to personalize the care they delivered
through better consideration of the person behind the disease
and his/her family members, better communication, shared
medical decisions, i.e. to provide more “warmth”13. As a result of
this movement, many medical school curricula have been
redesigned to help students provide warm, person-centered
health care, and patient-centered care programs have been
supported and increasingly implemented in hospitals and out-
patient settings14–16. The relative positions of competence and

warmth were in the process of being rebalanced when the AI
revolution occurred.

THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY AND THE INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION IN AI
After the first step of collecting data from their patients, the
second step for physicians is to use their clinical reasoning to
make medical decisions. Just as machines have become increas-
ingly important in data collection in the last decades, they may
become essential in medical decisions, limiting the role of
physicians. Indeed, from an informatic point of view, clinical
reasoning is data processing, data can be processed by
algorithms, and algorithms are currently able to deliver a
diagnostic probability, a prognostic estimation, or the selection
of a treatment. Thus, AI can perform three of the four tasks usually
attributed to physician competence17, with comparable or better
performance than clinicians18–20.
If AI becomes as competent or more competent than

physicians, the question becomes that of the physician’s remain-
ing place. Indeed, the industrial revolution of AI follows the same
path as the industrial revolution in data. Machines, here
computers and their software, from electronic clinical decision
support systems to autonomous algorithmic decision-making
systems (AADMS), are taking an increasingly important place in
medical decisions21,22. AAMDS may become new “actors” in the
care of patients, making limited, pre-defined types of medical
decisions. Indeed, there are repeated decisions without an
emotional dimension, often already taken autonomously by the
patients, such as the adjustments of the insulin dose in diabetes.
These decisions can be successfully managed by AAMDS, as
already demonstrated with artificial pancreas systems that track
blood glucose levels using a continuous glucose monitor and
automatically determine and deliver the appropriate dose of
insulin when needed using an insulin pump. There is no longer
any intervention of the physician in the choice of the dose to be
administered, this competence having been transferred from
humans to software23. By contrast, other decisions cannot be
standardized and/or require warmth, such as the announcement
of a serious illness, or any choice requiring an in-depth discussion
of the patient’s values such as a transition from curative to
palliative care. These decisions must remain the prerogative of
physicians. Therefore, while the data revolution led to the
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Fig. 1 Competence and warmth in the era of data revolution. a Until the early twentieth century, physicians collected data from history and
physical examination to diagnose conditions, estimate prognosis, and/or treat their patients (competence) while establishing a singular
relationship with them (warmth). b The data revolution was marked by the increasing use of machines which led to a division of labor in data
collection, with the involvement of biologists, radiologists, geneticists, etc. c The accumulation of knowledge led to the emergence of
specialists and subspecialists, and medical decisions now often require multidisciplinary teams. Overall competence increased but the
multiplication of organ specialists and the increasing place of machines threatened the physician–patient relationship. The concept of patient-
centered care rebalanced competence and warmth. PE physical examination.
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emergence of multidisciplinary decisions, it is likely that the AI
revolution will result in the definition of different levels of
decisions, with some levels of decisions allowing AAMDS and
others not.
Again, the second characteristic of the AI revolution is the

division of labor: in addition to the support staff already existing in
health care (technicians, statisticians, etc.), different specialists in
data science and informatics are now required to implement
additional databases, ensuring data quality, developing models
based on machine learning techniques, integrating these models
in electronic clinical decision support systems or AAMDS, and
creating the appropriate interface with end-users. Unlike in the
early twentieth century, when physicians provided 100% of
patient care, their place in the early twenty-first century is likely
to become increasingly limited with the intervention of dozens of
actors responsible for data collection (biologists, radiologists,
geneticists, pathologists, etc.) and data processing (data scientists,
informaticians, etc.). Beside these humans, AAMDS and other
software may be considered as new “actors” in this new area of
medicine24. This vision is in line with the “fourth industrial
revolution” which corresponds to the trend towards automation in
manufacturing technologies, with the production of smart
machines that can analyze and diagnose issues without the need
for human intervention25.
The future will tell us how physicians can deal with this situation

on the long term. Two scenarios can be considered. In the first
scenario, physicians remain the conductors (Fig. 2a). They
continue to prescribe tests, to seek expert advices when
necessary, and become AADMS prescribers, choosing with their
patients the most appropriate AADMS based on their diseases,
characteristics, and values. From the physicians’ perspective, this
scenario would be equivalent to that prevailing in evidence-based
medicine26: based on the evidence found in the literature
comparing the performance of different AADMS, their experience
with previously prescribed AADMS, and patient preferences and
values, physicians would choose the best AADMS for each patient.
In this scenario, physicians would continue to combine compe-
tence, which becomes their ability to select the appropriate
AADMS, and warmth with patient-centered care and an empa-
thetic relationship. The only difference with the current situation is
that physicians will no longer prescribe specific treatments but
rather AADMS, i.e. systems that themselves determine the most
appropriate combinations and/or sequences of treatments and
update their decisions after evaluating the results of their previous
decisions.

In the second scenario, physicians are overwhelmed by the high
performance of AADMS developed by the digital giants and
become hired by these companies to be at the interface between
AADMS decisions and patients (Fig. 2b). With AADMS, or their
human representatives the “health engineers”, physicians would
become their patients’ advocates, transmitting their vision of life
and values so that AADMS decisions can be tailored to their
unique patient. With patients, physicians would announce
important diagnoses made by AADMS and accompany patients
towards better health as a coach would. Several companies could
soon offer their digital ecosystem to patients, including the
products and machines needed for data collection, the teams
required for data processing, and the accompanying physicians,
with the risk of a new organization corrupted towards the profits
of these companies. Only large companies are currently able to
cover the entire health chain, which a century ago was the
monopoly of physicians. In this scenario, competence, defined as
the ability to establish a diagnosis, estimate a prognosis, or select
a treatment would no longer be the prerogative of the physician.
The role of physicians would remain limited to the “warmth”
dimension because they would accompany a care they would not
master. However, even this “warmth dimension” is threatened by
the progress made in the new domain of artificial emotional
intelligence and its three main areas of research, i.e. recognition,
generation, and augmentation of emotions27. Building on this
research, empathetic conversational bots have been designed to
establish long-term, social-emotional relationships with their
users28. And indeed, humans are increasingly “trusting” these
virtual agents, considering them over time as friends or
companions29,30. Even in settings where patients require the
most humanistic care such as in palliative care, empathetic
conversational bots, capable of assessing and providing advice to
reduce social isolation and unmet spiritual needs according to
their creators, are being evaluated31.

CONCLUSION
The industrial revolution in data collection and then data
processing/AI has led to the multiplication of actors involved in
patient care, these actors being no longer limited to humans but
also to software that makes medical decisions. Physicians must
keep the control over these new technologies if they want to keep
the “competence” dimension on their side. Otherwise, they risk
being hired by companies for their “warmth”, i.e. their ability to
support patients in the digital ecosystem to which they have
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Fig. 2 Competence and warmth in the era of artificial intelligence. a In the first hypothetical scenario, physicians remain the conductors:
they are the ones who make complex decisions involving patient values, and who prescribe the most appropriate autonomous algorithmic
decision-making systems among the different available ones to delegate decisions that can be standardized or without emotional dimension.
b In the second hypothetical scenario, physicians are overwhelmed by the performance of artificial intelligence. They are hired by digital
giants to tailor the algorithms to patients’ values, thus becoming their advocate, and accompany the decisions made by the artificial
intelligence system, coaching their patient towards better health. PE physical examination.
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subscribed, at least for the time when artificial emotional
intelligence is still in its infancy. This would sign the loss of
medical competence as currently defined, and the return of
physicians in the pre-scientific revolution era when they practiced
a discipline they did not master.
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